
Rimfire and high-power airgun Bench-Rest Silhouette competitions are held 
the first Saturday of each month at the Central Texas Rifle & Pistol Club near 

China Spring, Texas (just west of Waco). The matches start at 9 AM; 
shooters should try to arrive by about 8:30. Non-club-members are 

welcome; the gate will be open for the match.  

Rimfires are limited to .22 Long Rifle. No HYPER velocity loads allowed (high-
velocity is okay). Airguns are limited to 100 foot-pounds, no larger than .30 

caliber, and lead PELLETS only.  

Scopes must be set to no higher than 16X in the match. Scopes without a 
16X factory marking must be set to the next lower factory marking.  

All shooting is from concrete bench-rests. A simple sandbag is allowed under 
the fore-end; only the shooter’s off hand is allowed under the butt-stock. No 

kind of mechanical rests, bi-pods/tripods, or remote triggers are allowed.  

Targets are 1/10 scale, regulation airgun-sized silhouettes. There will be 
silhouette swingers at each distance for sighting shots.  

Matches are 40 shots- 10 shots each at 60 yard chickens, 75 yard pigs, 90 
yard turkeys, and 100 yard rams. Steel backing plates behind the silhouettes 

show your misses. Spotting scopes and spotters are allowed.  

At a start signal, shooters have 10 minutes for unlimited sighting shots at 
silhouette swingers, AND THEN one shot at each animal for record.  

There will be wind flags at the range. No other wind flags are allowed.  

Rimfire repeaters must be singly-loaded in this competition. 

Match entry fee is $10 per gun. Competitors may shoot both divisions.  

This is a very fun and challenging competition; especially for airguns. As the 
range has a reputation for challenging winds, airguns of at least .22 caliber 

and 30+ foot-pounds are recommended (though not required). 

Match Winner and Ten-In-A-Row pins are awarded in both the Rimfire and 
Airgun divisions.  

Call Match Director Kenn Cornett with questions at 254-855-4284.


